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The following information has been drawn from Genoa Black’s insight alongside sources globally,  
including McKinsey, EY, Deloitte, IEA, PWC and other authors of sector specific strategic reports and studies.
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THE KEY ENABLERS OF ENERGY TRANSITION WILL BE:  

Improving technology - Investment in network infrastructure - Electrification of vehicles 

FORECAST ONE: 

Significant decline of oil 
consumption over the  
next 15 years. 
Key Drivers:
• Renewable energy technology and networks 

improve rapidly
• This energy source therefore quickly becomes 

cheap enough and supported with enough 
infrastructure to displace oil

• Renewable energy boom off the back  
of widespread industry and consumer adoption, 
driven by better use economies, suitable 
infrastructure and environmental impact

• Rapid electrification of vehicles achieved and  
is a key enabler of a fast transition

• More efficient technologies also become  
available across sectors, driving down oil  
based energy consumption.

Reflecting on our work on this outlook, sector specific strategic thought pieces and numerous discussions  
with experts, we find that one of these three oil consumption forecasts will play out within the next 15 years.

FORECAST TWO: 

Oil demand peaks but 
doesn’t see a drastic drop 
over the next 15 years.
Key Drivers:
• Renewable energy technology improves rapidly
• Renewables take a solid place in the market 

off the back of better use economies and 
environmental impact

• More efficient technologies also become  
available across sectors, driving down oil  
based energy consumption

• Oil demand peaks, but consumer and industry 
inertia, slow development of electrified vehicles, 
failure to build appropriate network infrastructure 
and continued growth in aviation and 
petrochemicals, keep it from a drastic  
drop over the next 15 years.

FORECAST THREE: 

Peak oil consumption does 
not happen within the next 
15 years.
Key Drivers:
• Peak oil consumption does not happen  

thanks to developing countries’ demand  
for petrochemicals, energy-intense industrial  
usage continuing, slow development  
of electrified vehicles, a growth in aviation, 
consumer inertia and a failure to build  
appropriate network infrastructure.
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GLOBAL ENERGY MARKET 
KEY TRENDS 2021 - 2035

1. Decarbonising still a core business objective 
The long-term focus on reducing carbon emissions will not be reversed or significantly slowed  
by post COVID-19 economic upheaval. 

2. Renewables to become cost competitive 

New-build renewables will outcompete existing fossil fuel generation on cost in most countries.  
The majority of countries will reach this tipping point in the next five years.

3. Digitisation will be key 
The disruption of COVID-19 has underlined that survival requires adaptability, and that requires digital process.  
In addition digital processes are now key to competing across the value chain. 

4. Gas grows its share 
Gas will continue to grow its share of global energy demand, the only fossil fuel to do so.

5. Oil demand slows 
Oil demand growth is projected to slow down in the coming decade.

6. Electrification 

We will maximise electrification across key end uses, particularly in buildings and road transport.

7. Pressure to consider consolidation 

M&A markets will emerge from the COVID-19 crisis.
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1.  DECARBONISING   
 STILL A CORE  
 BUSINESS OBJECTIVE 
 

BEST CHOICE | Alongside being environmentally 
preferred, clean energy is forecast to become  
cheaper and therefore, will be the clear choice  
over existing fossil fuel solutions. 
POLICY FORCING THE ISSUE | Globally, policy forces 
a curbing of carbon emissions and this is expected  
to continue in both the short and longer term. 
However, policy priority may be given to COVID-19 
economic stimulus and social safety nets in the short 
term, delaying new decarbonisation initiatives.
PLANS ALREADY INVESTED IN | 89% of energy 
sector executives surveyed by Deloitte (2020) 
reported that their companies either already  

Despite immediate  
financial pressures,  
energy companies  
will continue to prioritise 
moving to cleaner energy 
sources in the longer term. 

had a plan in place or were developing  
a strategy to reduce reliance on fossil fuels.  
(Navigating the energy transition from  
disruption to growth. May 2020. Deloitte)
POSITIONING FOR INVESTMENT | Over the  
past decade, investment in clean energy globally  
has risen from US$195 billion to US$363 billion.  
(Navigating the energy transition from  
disruption to growth. May 2020. Deloitte)
RENEWABLES MARKET IS EXPERIENCING  
A BOOST | Current volatility in fossil fuel markets,  
due to low demand as a result of COVID-19 
lockdowns, has made renewables more attractive. 
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Many countries will  
reach a tipping point  
in the coming five years, 
where new-build solar  
or wind capacity is  
cost-competitive with 
existing fossil fuel 
solutions. As a result, 
we will see a further 
acceleration of the  
ramp-up of renewables.

2.  RENEWABLES  
 TO BECOME COST  
 COMPETITIVE 

(Global Energy Perspective 2019. McKinsey. 2019)
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Due to their  
ever-competitive price, 
clean, low-carbon energy 
generation will play  
a central role in the global 
economy of the future. 

(Global Energy Perspective 2019. McKinsey. 2019)
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MARKET DOMINANCE | Renewable generation  
is projected to account for more than 50%  
of total power generation post-2035.  
(Global Energy Perspective 2019. McKinsey. 2019)

WIND AND SOLAR WILL BE CHEAPER |  
Renewables will become cheaper than existing  
coal and gas solutions in most regions by 2030.  
As a consequence, by 2035 nearly half of global total 
capacity will be in solar and wind, with China and India 
as the main contributors. 
(Global Energy Perspective 2019. McKinsey. 2019)

By 2030, new-build 
renewables will 
outcompete existing  
fossil fuel generation  
on energy cost  
in most countries.
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COVID-19 SPOTLIGHT | The disruption of COVID-19  
has underlined that survival requires adaptability, and  
that requires digital process, and by forcing companies 
to abandon business as usual, it has also lowered  
the barriers to change that typically impeded digital 
process transformation.
ANALYTICS | By using predictive analytics to better 
anticipate the future, data will be used to better inform 
current decisions.

AUTOMATION | Automation will be used to take 
advantage of every increment of cost and speed  
that can be found.
COMPETE | Digitisation will be the difference between 
companies competing or being outcompeted.

3.  DIGITISATION  
 WILL BE KEY
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GROWING SHARE OF DEMAND | Gas is the only 
fossil fuel which will grow its share of total energy 
demand until 2035 - albeit at declining growth rates.
(Global Energy Perspective 2019. McKinsey. 2019)
ASIA FOCUS | The Asia Pacific region accounts for 
over half of incremental global gas consumption in the 
coming years, driven principally by the development of 
gas in China and India. China’s gas demand growth is 
greater than that of the next 10 largest growth countries, 
including the US, and represents nearly half of demand 
growth through 2035.  
(Gas 2020. Analysing the impact of the Covid-19 
pandemic on global natural gas markets. IEA. June 2020)
LIQUID NATURAL GAS | LNG remains the main driver 
of international gas trade, as the 2018-19 wave of 
investment in liquefaction projects delivers additional 
export capacity in North America, Africa and Russia. 
(Gas 2020. Analysing the impact of the Covid-19 
pandemic on global natural gas markets. IEA. June 2020)

4. GAS GROWS ITS SHARE

Gas is the only fossil fuel which grows its share  
of total energy demand until 2035.
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The Asia Pacific region 
accounts for over half  
of incremental global  
gas consumption  
in the coming years.

(Gas 2020. Analysing the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on global natural gas markets. IEA. June 2020)
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5. OIL DEMAND SLOWS

Oil demand growth  
slows down substantially, 
resulting in a peak in the 
early 2030s.

END OF A TREND | Despite stable historical growth  
of more than 1% per annum, oil demand growth  
is projected to slow down in the coming decade.  
This leads to an expected peak in demand  
in the early 2030s.  
(Global Energy Perspective 2019. McKinsey. 2019)
EFFICIENT TECHNOLOGY | More efficient technologies 
become available across sectors, driving down  
oil based energy consumption even in large industrial 
countries like China. Its use in passenger cars peaks  
in the late 2020s due to fuel efficiency improvements 
and fuel switching to electricity.

THE RISE OF RENEWABLES | The fast uptake  
of renewables is a key driver, as they will substitute 
fossil fuel-based generation technologies. Renewables, 
complemented by nuclear, will almost double their  
share in the overall energy mix from now until 2050 
(from 19% to 34%) and will provide more than half  
the electricity by 2035. 
(Global Energy Perspective 2019. McKinsey. 2019)
CLINGING ON | Oil demand for long-distance freight, 
shipping and aviation and petrochemicals continues  
to grow. 
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Renewables overtake oil 
as primary energy source. 

(Global Energy Perspective 2019. McKinsey. 2019)
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There is a growing 
electrification of products 
and renewables is best 
suited to service  
this market.

6. ELECTRIFICATION

ELECTRIC PRODUCTS | There is a rapidly increasing 
role for electricity as a cost competitive energy carrier 
for common day-to-day products, for example electric 
vehicles and heating and cooling systems. 
RENEWABLE | Unlike fossil fuel electricity generation, 
renewables based electricity is totally shielded from the 
volatility of commodity prices. In addition a decarbonized 
electricity is also more affordable, portable, sustainable 
and efficient. It is thus the best candidate for the 
electrification of products. 

BATTERY ADVANCEMENT | The cost of batteries 
continues to decline, within the next 5-10 years, 
many countries will reach the point at which 
electric vehicles, and similar technologies, are more 
economic than conventional oil powered solutions.  
For example, electric cars in some major markets  
will soon become cost-competitive, on  
a total-cost-of-ownership basis, with conventional cars.  
(Global Energy Perspective 2019. McKinsey. 2019)
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Different types of M&A markets will emerge from  
the COVID-19 crisis.

7. PRESSURE  
 TO CONSIDER  
 CONSOLIDATION

Three oil and gas M&A markets have emerged  
from the COVID-19 crisis:
STRATEGIC IMPERATIVES | The first market  
is the one created by companies’ strategic imperatives  
(like decarbonization). That market was there before  
the COVID-19 pandemic and it will be there after  
COVID-19 at something like the same scale. 
DEEPER TROUBLE | The second market will be  
an acceleration of another process that was in play 
pre-COVID-19 pandemic. There were heavily distressed 
companies before and now they’re going to be in even 
deeper trouble. What’s likely to occur in the market  
is an acceleration of what was probably going  
to happen anyway. 
WAITING GAME | Many owners don’t have the cash  
or credit to wait out the recovery. Those assets will 
almost certainly change hands.
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BE CAREFUL WITH 
GLOBAL TRENDS 

DIGITISATION

Many of the global trends that shape the future  
of energy are in reality a multitude of similar but  
different local trends, which will occur with different 
magnitudes and speeds in specific geographies  
and sectors. Regions can be very different  
on the same issues, for example: 

SOUTH AFRICA
Digitisation will result in demand for an additional  
1.7 million employees with higher education by 2030. 
(McKinsey 2019) 
There are several factors which impact on higher 
education in South Africa and limit its ability  
to transform itself from an exclusive system  
to one which is more accessible.
Much of the demand for skilled workers will therefore 
go unmet in South Africa - resulting in a serious skill 
shortfall and a slow rate of digitisation in many key sectors.

SCOTLAND
15.9% of full-time first degree entrants to Scottish 
universities came from the nation’s 20% of most 
deprived areas. 
(Scottish Government 2019)
Access to higher education a key focus  
of Government policy.
An equitable access to higher education, by many 
global standards, has been achieved. This will help fuel 
the skilled workforce needed to implement digitisation 
across all key sectors.
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Genoa Black is the UK’s highest 
rated B2B Strategy Consultancy:
For B2B research in the UK
For B2B strategy in the UK
For B2C research in Scotland
For B2C strategy in Scotland 

The information presented in this publication has been drawn from
sources globally including The United Nations, Forbes, MIT, Harvard
Review, McKinsey, Bain and Company and other strategic thought
pieces including translations from Chinese economic publications. 

We hope you have found this useful, please  
contact us with any questions or to receive  
further reports.

Thomas Barton 
Researcher and Strategic Planner 
Genoa Black 
tom@genoablack.com gb


